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Questions?

• Confusion around labs, homework and 
assignments…



More help…?

• First troubleshoot yourself
• Then write on the discussion forum
• If that doesn’t work, contact a TA for help
• Finally, if nothing works, write to me



Last Time

• The Data Revolution
• (Geo-)Data Science
• Why Data Science?
• What is Data Science?



Today

• The Data Science Process
• Examine the role of evidence in policy
• Analyse data understanding and preparation 

requirements
• What are data?
• Types of (geo-)data 
• Traditional and new sources of spatial data
• Opportunities and Challenges  
• New ways for traditional approaches



The Data Science Process is like the scientific process - one of observation, model 
building, analysis and conclusion:

• Ask questions
• Data Collection
• Data Exploration
• Data Modeling
• Data Analysis
• Visualization and Presentation of Results

Note: This process is by no means linear!

The Data Science Process



• Introduction: Hubway (now called BlueBikes) is metro-Boston’s public bike share 
program, with more than 1600 bikes at 160+ stations across the Greater Boston 
area. Hubway is owned by four municipalities in the area.

• By 2016, Hubway operated 185 stations and 1750 bicycles, with 5 million rides 
since launching in 2011.

• The Data: In April 2017, Hubway held a Data Visualization Challenge at the 
Microsoft NERD Center in Cambridge, releasing 5 years of trip data.

• The Question: What does the data tell us about the ride share program?

Analysing Hubway Data

This example and all material are provided by the Data Science course at Harvard University

https://harvard-iacs.github.io/2020-CS109A


Our original question: ‘What does the data tell us about the ride share program?’ 
is a reasonable slogan to promote a hackathon. It is not good for guiding scientific 
investigation.

Before we can refine the question, we must look at the data!

The Data Exploration Cycle

Based on the data, what kind of questions can we ask?



Who? Who’s using the bikes?

Refine into specific hypotheses:

• More men or more women?
• Older or younger people?
• Subscribers or one-time users?

The Data Exploration Cycle



Where? Where are bikes being checked out?

Refine into specific hypotheses:

• More in Boston than Cambridge?
• More in commercial or residential?
• More around tourist attractions?

Sometimes the data is given to you in pieces and must be merged!

The Data Exploration Cycle



When? When are the bikes being checked out?

Refine into specific hypotheses:
• More during the weekend than on the weekdays?
• More during rush hour?
• More during the summer than the fall?

Sometimes the feature you want to explore doesn’t exist in the data and must be 
engineered!

The Data Exploration Cycle



Why? For what reasons/activities are people checking out bikes?

Refine into specific hypotheses:

• More bikes are used for recreation than commute?
• More bikes are used for touristic purposes?
• Bikes are used to bypass traffic?

Do we have the data to answer these questions with reasonable certainty?
What data do we need to collect in order to answer these questions?

The Data Exploration Cycle



How? Questions that combine variables.

• How does user demographics impact the duration the bikes are being used? Or where 
they are being checked out?

• How does weather or traffic conditions impact bike usage?
• How do the characteristics of the station location affect the number of bikes being 

checked out?

How questions are about modeling relationships between different variables.

The Data Exploration Cycle



So how well did we do in formulating 
creative hypotheses and manipulating 
the data for answers?

Inspiration for Exploring



Role of Evidence in Policy



Example: Resilient Transportation

Workshop Report: Designing for Resilient Transportation, by Resilience Accelerator The Hague



 

Figure 1. The Greater Randstad Area in 2010.

© 2017 by SAGE Publications



Problem Understanding (Vision)

Workshop Report: Designing for Resilient Transportation, by Resilience Accelerator The Hague



Problem Understanding

Workshop Report: Designing for Resilient Transportation, by Resilience Accelerator The Hague



• Determine what the 
objectives are

• Assess the situation
resources, risks, costs and 
benefits

• Determine data mining 
goals

• Develop a project plan
estimate timeline, budget, but 
also tools and techniques

Problem Understanding

Workshop Report: Designing for Resilient Transportation, by Resilience Accelerator The Hague



XKCD Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License.

• Difficult!

• Often, new knowledge required

• Explain limitations to non-experts
• Do you have data? “No”

• Accuracy will be 0.5%

• Not next month, maybe next year

Problem Understanding

http://xkcd.com/1425


• Be extremely patient for vaguely 
defined problems

• Concretely reduce the scope of the 
idea
• Data Samples are essential
• Real-life case studies
• Measures for success

• Ill-defined and unrealistic? Go to the 
beach

Problem Understanding
My DOs and DON’TS

XKCD Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License.

http://xkcd.com/1425


Data Understanding & 
Preparation



Data Understanding

• Collect initial data

• Describe data

• Explore data

• Verify data quality
carefully document 
problems and issues



• Do not economise in this step
• Data has issues
• Understand data to understand the domain, 

very important for modelling later

• Do not trust the stakeholders supplying 
data for quality

• Verify data is correct, complete, 
coherent, unique, representative, 
independent, up-to-date and 
stationary

• Was the data processed? Anonymised? 
Still useful?

• Understand anomalies and outliers

Data Understanding
My DOs and DON’TS

 

Figure 1. The Greater Randstad Area in 2010.

© 2017 by SAGE Publications

Kasraian, Dena, et al. "The impact of urban proximity, transport accessibility and 
policy on urban growth: A longitudinal analysis over five decades." Environment 

and Planning B: Urban analytics and City Science (2017)





• Automate this step as much 
as possible – new data / new 
case

• When merging sources, 
track data origin

• Document everything! 
Create a workflow

• Manage the stakeholders’ 
expectations that these 
tasks will take roughly 50% 
of your time

Data Preparation
My DOs and DON’TS

Workshop Report: Designing for Resilient Transportation, by Resilience Accelerator The Hague



Break

CHILL WALK COFFEE OR TEA MAKE FRIENDS

Icons by Iconathon on The Noun Project

http://iconathon.org/
https://thenounproject.com/


What are Data?



What are Data?
“A datum is a single measurement of something on a scale that is 
understandable to both the recorder and the reader. Data are multiple such 
measurements.” 

Claim: everything is (can be) data! 



Where do data come from?
• Internal sources: already collected by or is part of the overall data collection of your 

organization.
For example: business-centric data that is available in the organization data base to 
record day to day operations; scientific or experimental data. 

• Existing External Sources: available in ready to read format from an outside source 
for free or for a fee.
For example: public government databases, stock market data, Yelp reviews, [your 
favorite sport]-reference. 

• External Sources Requiring Collection Efforts: available from external source but 
acquisition requires special processing.
For example: data appearing only in print form, or data on websites. 



Ways to gather Online data
How to get data generated, published or hosted online: 
• API (Application Programming Interface): using a prebuilt set of functions 

developed by a company to access their services. Often pay to use. For 
example: Google Map API, Facebook API, Twitter API 

• RSS (Rich Site Summary): summarizes frequently updated online content in 
standard format. Free to read if the site has one. For example: news-related 
sites, blogs 

• Web scraping: using software, scripts or by-hand extracting data from what is 
displayed on a page or what is contained in the HTML file (often in tables). 



Web Scraping
• Why do it? Older government or smaller news sites might not have APIs for 

accessing data or publish RSS feeds or have databases for download. Or, you don’t 
want to pay to use the API or the database. 

• How do you do it? (beautifulsoup / python package) – some material in lab 1
• Should you do it? 

• You just want to explore: Are you violating their terms of service? Privacy 
concerns for website and their clients? 

• You want to publish your analysis or product: Do they have an API or fee that 
you are bypassing? Are they willing to share this data? Are you violating their 
terms of service? Are there privacy concerns? 



Representing the world 
digitally



Traditionally, geographic information is represented as:

• Vector finite set of entities (shapes/geometries)

• Raster images encoding surfaces (values, colours, etc.)

GIS Data



© Trivik Verma. All rights reserved.



Raster Basics provided as a tutorial by ArcGIS

https://desktop.arcgis.com/en/arcmap/10.3/manage-data/geodatabases/raster-basics.htm


Example

Public Domain by USGS

https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/nlcd-2016-land-cover


Vector

Images taken from: Arribas-Bel, D. (2019). A course on 
geographic data science. Journal of Open Source 
Education, 2(16), 42.



Raster

Images taken from: Arribas-Bel, D. (2019). A course on 
geographic data science. Journal of Open Source 
Education, 2(16), 42.



Good old Spatial Data

[source]

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=9&v=RY2J8ETZzLo


Good old Data (+)

Traditionally, datasets used in the (social) sciences are: 

• Collected for the purpose –> carefully designed

• Detailed in information (“…rich profiles and portraits 
of the country…”) 

• High quality



Good old Data (-)

But also: 

• Massive enterprises (“…every single person…”) –> 
costly

• Coarse in resolution (to preserve privacy they need 
to be aggregated) 

• Slow: the more detailed, the less frequent they are 
available



Examples

• Decenial census (and census geographies) 

• Longitudinal surveys 

• Customly collected surveys, interviews, etc. 

• Economic indicators

• …



New sources of Spatial Data



New Sources of  Spatial Data
New sources are appearing that are:

• ACCIDENTAL –> created for different purposes but 
available for analysis as a side effect 

• Very diverse in nature, resolution, and detail but, 

potentially, much more detailed in both space and 
time 

• Quality also varies greatly

Different ways to categorise them…



Lazer and Radford (2017)

• Digital life: digital actions (Twitter, Facebook, 

WikiPedia…) 

• Digital traces: record of digital actions (CDRs, 
metadata…) 

• Digitalised life: nonintrinsically digital life in digital form 
(Government records, web…)



Arribas-Bel (2014)

Three levels, based on how they originate: 

• Bottom up: “Citizens as sensors” 

• Intermediate: Digital businesses/businesses going digital 

• Top down: Open Government Data (The Hague Cijfers)



Class Quiz



Class Quiz

What is the origin of the following sources of (geo-)data: 

• Geo-referenced tweets –>

• Land-registry house transaction values –>

• Google maps restaurant listing –>

• ONS Deprivation Indices –> 

• Liverpool bikeshare service station status –>



Citizens as Sensors

• Technology has allowed widespread adoption of sensors (bands, 

smartphones, tablets…) 

• (Almost) every aspect of human life is subject to leave a digital trace 
that can be collected, stored and analyzed 

• Individuals become content/data creators (sensors, Goodchild, 2007) 

• Why relevant for geographers? –> Most of it (80%?) has some form of 
spatial dimension



Example: 
Free To Be

https://www.plan.org.au/you-can-help/join-the-
movement-for-girls-rights/free-to-be/



Businesses moving online

• Many of the elements and parts of business activities have been 

computerized in the last decades 

• This implies, without any change in the final product or activity per se, 
a lot more digital data is “available” about their operations 

• In addition, entirely new business activities have been created based 
on the new technologies (“internet natives”) 

• Much of these data can help researchers better understand how cities 
work



Example: 
Picnic

https://www.walkscore.com/



Open Data for Open Governments

Government institutions release (part of) their internal data in open 

format. Motivations (Shadbolt, 2010): 

• Transparency and accountability 

• Economic and social value 

• Public service improvement 

• Creation of new industries and jobs

https://eprints.soton.ac.uk/268787/


Example: 
The Hague 

Cijfers

https://denhaag.incijfers.nl/



Opportunities and Challenges



Opportunities (Lazer & Radford, 2017)

• Massive, passive 

• Nowcasting 

• Data on social systems 

• Natural and field experiments (“ always-on” observatory 

of human behaviour) 

• Making big data small



Challenges (Arribas-Bel, 2014)

• Bias

• Technical Barriers

• Methodological “mismatch”



Bias

• Traditional data meet some quality standards 
(representativity, accuracy…) 

• Because they’re accidental, new data sources might not 

• Researchers need to have extra care and put more thought 

into what conclusions they can reach from analyses with 
new sources of data 

• In some cases, bias can run in favour of researchers, but 
this should never be taken for granted



Technical barriers to access

• Much of these data are available 

• However, their accidental nature makes them difficult to access

• Usually, a different set of skills is required to tap into their power 

• Basic programming 

• Computing literacy (understanding of the internet, APIs, 
databases…) 

• Software savvy-ness (a.k.a. “go beyond Word and Excel”)



New Methods

The nature of these data is not the same as that of more traditional 
datasets. For example: 

• Spatial aggregation: Polygons Vs. Points 

• Temporal aggregation(frequency): Decadal Vs. Real-time 

Some of this does not “play well” with techniques employed 
traditionally to analyse data in Geography or any other discipline –> 
borrow techniques from other disciplines, or even create new ones



New + Old

Traditional data: 

• High quality, detailed, and reliable 

• Costly, coarse, and slow 

Accidental data: 

• Cheap, fine-grained, and fast 

• Less reliable, harder to access, and potentially uninteresting



Old/New, raster/vector . . .

Traditional approaches to represent the world in a 

computer are blending thanks to new forms of data 

Keep an open mind to tools, approaches, and methods



An interactive NYT article showing a map of every building in America

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2018/10/12/us/map-of-every-building-in-the-united-states.html?mtrref=www.google.com&assetType=REGIWALL


Global Human Settlement Layer: 
https://ghsl.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.php



For next class..

Finish Labs to practice 
programming 

Complete Homework and 
review your peers’ work

Check Assignment 
contents and due date

See “To do before class” 
for next lecture (~ 1 hour 

of self study)

Read paper for Discussion
session before next week 

(~ 1 hour) 

Post questions on the 
Discussion forum on 

Brightspace


